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Our Vision and Mission

 
MISSION
You bet we are on a mission! In order to achieve 

our vision, GRACE has 3 strategic program pillars 

that receive equal focus:

 1. Rescue, Rehabilitation & Release:  
 We maintain an award-winning sanctuary in  

 DR Congo to care for Grauer’s gorillas rescued  

 from the illegal wildlife trade, and we are   

 working to release suitable candidates back  

 into the wild. 

 2. Gorilla Conservation:  
 We conserve Grauer’s gorillas in the critical  

 biodiversity hotspot around Tayna Nature  

 Reserve through monitoring and capacity  

 building, to enable Congolese leadership in  

 gorilla rehabilitation and conservation. 

 3. Conservation Education &  
 Community Engagement:  
 We implement education and community  

	 engagement	programs	that	uplift	the	 

 communities around gorilla populations  

 and promote local understanding of and  

 appreciation for gorillas, their habitat,  

 and conservation.

VISION
GRACE’s vision is a healthy, stable population  

of wild Grauer’s gorillas in Democratic Republic 

of Congo that is no longer threatened and is a 

source of pride for the Congolese people.
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     hat is so cool!” This is the enthused reaction  
I usually get when a stranger finds out what I do  
for a living. And it’s true. Everyone on Team GRACE 
feels deeply privileged to devote our time, energy, 
and passion to the urgent conservation of the  
iconic Grauer’s gorilla. We ensure two north stars 
guide all our decisions: 

  Is this work good for Grauer’s gorillas?

  Does this work benefit the Congolese  
  communities who are the stewards of  
  the gorillas and their forests?

I get thanked daily  
for the work that we 
do, but that seems  
all wrong to me.  
This is your work.  
Your partnership,  
support, and advice 
have enabled this 
concrete impact in  
a remote corner of  
DR Congo over the 
last 12 months.  
Your help has been  
so welcome! It is 
uplifting communi-
ties, and protecting 
gorillas and their forest homes. I hope you are proud 
and delighted with this 2021 progress. 

Be sure to take a peek at our Strategic 3 Year Plans 
at GRACE on page 10. I think you will be as thrilled 
as we are to be a vital part of this gorilla conservation 
endeavor.

With gratitude,

Tommi Wolfe
Executive Director

J
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DISNEY CONSERVATION HERO AWARD 2021
The Result: 
In 2021, GRACE, in partnership with Réserve des Gorilles de Tayna (RGT),  

completed the first-ever great ape survey of the entire 900 km2 Tayna  

Nature Reserve.

The Work Effort: 
The survey depended on support from communities in the remote Tayna  

region who donated land to create the reserve. The RGT management team 

managed the community engagement and various project challenges.  All  

members of the field teams – leaders, members, porters, cooks – were hired 

locally, providing income to families in the region. Field teams worked to inspect and collect  

samples across 196 2-km transects in difficult terrain. Strict measures were also put in place  

to protect field teams and communities from the threat of COVID-19.

The Significance: 
The survey of Tayna Nature Reserve was of major importance for critically endangered  

Grauer’s gorillas, endangered eastern chimpanzees, and communities living in the Tayna  

region. This success for conservation could not have been achieved without the RGT team.

ABOVE: A DOCTOR EXPLAINS THE 
VACCINATION PROCESS TO STAFF IN 
BUTEMBO, PRIOR TO RECEIVING  
THEIR FIRST DOSE.  
LEFT: GRACE DR CONGO DIRECTOR 
JACKSON MBEKE LEADS BY EXAMPLE, 
BEING FIRST TO RECEIVE HIS VACCINE.
RIGHT: GRACE’S GOMA ADMINISTRATOR 
JACKSON MWENGE IS SAFE AFTER THE 
VOLCANIC ERUPTION.

COVID-19 AND EBOLA
GRACE DR Congo staff continue to follow strict biosecurity protocols to protect the gorillas from 

Ebola and COVID-19. While this adds to costs and workload, we are so grateful that to date all 

staff and gorillas remain safe from Ebola and COVID. 

Ebola is a less pressing threat than it has been in recent years, but sporadic cases have continued 

to appear in GRACE’s region, including a minor outbreak from February – May, 2021, and newly 

confirmed cases in October. Due to the mortality rate of Ebola, all cases must be watched closely. 

VOLCANIC ERUPTION NEAR GOMA
On the evening of May 22, 2021, Mount Nyiragongo near Goma, DR Congo erupted. The eruption 

caused evacuations overnight and resulted in dozens of deaths, thousands of destroyed homes, 

and major disruptions to the city’s power and water supply systems.  

Thankfully, GRACE’s Goma-based staff and advisors, and their families, were all unharmed – 

though shaken as they evacuated the city on short notice. The city’s water and power have since 

been restored and our staff continue their important work from this base.

VACCINE VICTORIES 
Access to COVID-19 vaccines is extremely 

limited in GRACE’s region. They were 

hard to find and for each dose, staff had  

to travel to Butembo – a 5-hour drive – 

and stay overnight for observation.  

Fortunately, thanks to the efforts of DR 

Congo Director Jackson Mbeke, and the 

immediate response of our donors to  

help cover the costs, GRACE DR Congo 

staff have been fully vaccinated!

RGT MEMBERS: Kambale Muhindo Evariste, Musubao Kalungero Jackson, Katsuva Malirisha Gervais, Kanyere Mutokambali  
Justine, Kakule Pilipili Affable, Kambale Kinaba Faustin, Masika Kioma Jacquis, Kakule Kandeke Jonas, Muhindo Vwirasihikya 
Ombeni, Kakule Bahwere Arnold, Kasereka Malolero Celestin, Paluku Ndeya Kakungu

2021 Accolades 2021 Challenges

Disney has awarded the coveted DISNEY CONSERVATION HEROES award to Réserve des Gorilles de Tayna 
(RGT), the management authority of Tayna Nature Reserve, for their incredible work surveying Grauer’s  
gorillas for the first time across the entire reserve.
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ONLY CONTENTED  
GORILLAS SING
In July 2021, the gorillas rotated to their 

newly replanted forest enclosure. Rotation 

between GRACE’s two enclosures allows 

time for replanting and regeneration of 

the wild gorilla foods, and helps with intestinal parasite control. The gorillas enjoyed exploring 

their new food-rich enclosure, “singing” with delight, which of course made us all happy too!  

(1) ROAD MAINTENANCE — HIRING LOCAL COMMUNITY MEMBERS BRINGS A SOURCE OF INCOME TO THESE HIGHLY REMOTE,  
FOREST-DEPENDENT COMMUNITIES  (2) SPRUCING UP THE GORILLA OBSERVATION TOWERS  (3) REPAIRS TO THE GORILLA NIGHT HOUSE — 
GEORGE KAKULE, GRACE FACILITY MANAGER, IN ACTION

Have you seen the GRACE gorillas? Join them every day 
on the Explore livecam at explore.org/gorillas. You can 
also take part in regular live chat sessions with one of our 
GRACE staff members or advisors.

SANCTUARY UPGRADES
The GRACE sanctuary was built more than 10 years ago. While routine repairs are made monthly, 

a decade of eastern DR Congo weather and daily gorilla use left the facility in need of some  

significant repairs and upgrades. This year, GRACE staff and hired community members made 

improvements to the facility access road, enclosures, and existing buildings.

Major 2021 Outcomes

 14 healthy, thriving Grauer’s gorillas 

 62 care certificates awarded to  
 GRACE caregivers

 49,448 kg of food produced on the  
 GRACE farm for the gorillas

 3,307 elephant grass plants planted 
 in the GRACE forest enclosure

 80+ hours of GRACE advisor time  
 in direct communication with our  
 DR Congo sanctuary team

GRACE SANCTUARY STATS

Hear the GRACE gorillas singing:
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=206715971459621

THE GRACE GORILLA FAMILY
The GRACE gorillas continue to grow up as a  

family group, despite the fact that each individual 

is an orphan from a different family. 

This year silverback male Kighoma held on to  

his role as leader of the group, though blackback  

male Lubutu continues to mature and grow.

GRACE caregivers continue to report subtle signs 

of sub-grouping within the larger family group. 

During foraging in the forest, some gorillas choose 

to stay close to Kighoma while others stick near 

Lubutu. 

Still, overall, the group remains a cohesive family 

unit. Despite the trauma endured by each orphaned 

gorilla rescued from the illegal wildlife trade, the 

GRACE gorilla family is thriving at the sanctuary.  

Great News for Grauer’s!

A new study led by  

Wildlife Conservation Society  

increases the estimate of  

Grauer’s gorillas remaining in the wild 

from 3,800 to 6,800.  

While still critically endangered,  

the report gives hope for the future  

of Grauer’s gorillas.

Read more about how GRACE prepares gorillas for reintroduction:
https://gracegorillas.org/2020/12/23/preparing-gorillas-for-reintroduction/

GORILLA REINTRODUCTION
GRACE is partnering with Virunga National Park 

and Re:wild to explore the release of selected 

GRACE gorillas to augment a dwindling wild 

Grauer’s gorilla population at Mt. Tshiaberimu  

in the northwest of Virunga National Park.  

This would be the first-ever release of Grauer’s 

gorillas. Without reinforcement of gorillas from 

GRACE, the Mt. Tshiaberimu population will be 

functionally extinct. 
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THE GREAT APE SURVEY WAS JUST THE START
GRAUER’S GORILLAS MONITORING AND PROTECTION

Following the success of the Tayna Great Ape Survey, three conservation monitoring teams hired 

by GRACE are now in place in Tayna Nature Reserve. Two teams are following a group of gorillas 

identified during the survey. A third team is placing camera traps and continuing  

to gather systematic information from survey transects.

ABOVE: TAYNA NATURE RESERVE 
YES, IT IS BEAUTIFUL!
LEFT: A TEAM MEMBER FOLLOWS A GORILLA 
TRAIL UP THE MOUNTAIN

PARTNERSHIP WITH THE COMMUNITY
GRACE staff and advisors provided in-depth training for community members hired for the 

survey. Through regular communication between field teams, supervisors, and technical advisors, 

we ensured survey teams had the skills and supplies needed to perform in the rugged conditions. 

Through meetings with community leaders and stakeholders, we were able to build consensus 

and troubleshoot problems as they arose. 

Read more about the Great Ape Survey in 
Tayna Nature Reserve on the GRACE blog:
https://gracegorillas.org/2021/07/02/great-
ape-survey-tayna-nature-reserve/

ABOVE: FIELD MONITORING TEAM RECORDS DATA IN THE FOREST 
RIGHT: GPS LOCATION OF GORILLA FEEDING REMAINS IS RECORDED

WHY TAYNA MATTERS
Tayna Nature Reserve is located at the 

frontier of primary intact forest stretching 

eastward from Maiko National Park in the 

west and wider landscape deforestation 

pressures approaching from the more 

densely human populated areas in east. 

The communities in this area depend on 

forest resources and subsistence agriculture practices to meet their basic needs. Swift action is  

required to support community conservation efforts and ensure the survival of the small population 

of critically endangered Grauer’s gorillas that call this area home. 

TAYNA NATURE RESERVE GREAT APE SURVEY  
AND GORILLA MONITORING
MORE THAN A GREAT APE SURVEY - A FIRST FOR TAYNA NATURE RESERVE!

In early 2021, GRACE and Réserve des Gorilles de Tayna (RGT) completed the first-ever great  

ape survey of the entire 900 km2 Tayna Nature Reserve. The successful completion of the survey  

represents far more than an assessment of the great ape populations in the reserve – it is a  

milestone for community-led conservation in the region.

The GRACE team worked hand-in-hand with local communities to address past challenges  

of working in this remote area, in the face of hardships brought about by years of insecurity,  

disease outbreak, and travel restrictions.

392 km of transects walked through the Tayna Nature Reserve

80 signs of Grauer’s gorillas (nests and feeding trails) seen by survey teams

146 signs of eastern chimpanzees

25 other species’ signs recorded during the survey, including chimpanzee, 5 species of  

Cercopithecus monkey, pangolin, aardvark, African grey parrot, leopard, buffalo, duiker,  

porcupine, and one Okapi footprint

45 community members trained  

in great ape survey techniquesS
u
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LEFT: GRACE PARTNERS WITH 
THE COMMUNITY ON GORILLA 
CONSERVATION

FOLLOWING A GORILLA GROUP — 

WHAT DOES IT MEAN?

To follow a wild gorilla group, monitoring teams follow 

not the gorillas, but the trails and feeding signs left by the 

gorillas as they move through the forest. Teams aim to  

follow one day behind the gorillas, retracing their steps 

from one nest site to the next. 

The gorilla group selected to be followed was located   

 during the great ape survey in an area of higher gorilla  

 group density. Monitoring teams are gathering data on the 

diet and habitat use of this group, which will improve our understanding of gorilla abundance 

and distribution within Tayna Nature Reserve. The presence of monitoring teams in the forest 

will also provide added protection for this and other gorilla groups in the area. 

A SIGN — GORILLA NEST HIGH IN THE CANOPY  
OF TAYNA NATURE RESERVE
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RADIO WORKS FOR CONSERVATION
With in-person outreach limited since 2019 due to Ebola  

and COVID, GRACE Educators have taken to the airwaves  

to increase our reach and continue our engagement with  

communities throughout Tayna Nature Reserve. After  

conducting a pre-assessment survey of community members, 

GRACE distributed solar-powered radios to 21 Barazas  

(families of traditional landowners) and launched a special 

4-week radio campaign focused on the connection between  

human health and gorilla health. Dramas, interviews with  

local leaders, and a theme song written specifically for the  

campaign were delivered in Kiswahili and Kinande languages.  

Surveys before and after this campaign served as the first time GRACE evaluated radio, and  

specifically a new theme song, as a tool for conservation education. 

After GRACE distributed radios, listenership  

increased among the Barazas. In addition, post- 

assessment data showed a significant increase  

in conservation knowledge, including the  

connection between practicing good hygiene  

and keeping both gorillas and people healthy.

We are excited to report that radio is effective 

at sharing conservation messages, and we are 

using this data to plan future campaigns!

COMMUNITY CELEBRATIONS RETURN
GRACE was thrilled to celebrate International Women’s Day and World Gorilla Day again this  

year in DR Congo! Over 2,500 people combined participated in these two events celebrating  

the community’s dedication to gorilla conservation. 

 On International Women’s Day (March 8), female leaders and GRACE staff led a community  

 march, organized a village cleanup, demonstrated how to build a hands-free hand-washing  

 station, and created a radio broadcast with poems, sketches and songs from the local  

 women’s group.

 World Gorilla Day saw the return of the popular “Pride Wall,” where community members  

 shared messages about gorillas and conservation. A ceremony on the day featured an  

 educational presentation about gorillas,  

 speeches and poems from children, interviews  

 with conservation club members on the radio,   

 and a new take on the “Jerusalema” dance  

 challenge with gorilla-themed lyrics written  

 by GRACE Educator Sims Guy. 

GRACE EDUCATOR GRACIANNE BASYANIRYA  
INTERVIEWS A COMMUNITY MEMBER

RIGHT: GRACE FLYER ON 10 WAYS TO BE A HERO FOR GORILLAS

ABOVE: GRACE STAFF MEMBERS SPEAK 
AT INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S DAY 
LEFT: GRACE STAFF MEMBERS POSE 
WITH A BANNER IN CELEBRATION OF 
WORLD GORILLA DAY
BELOW: P6 STUDENTS AND TEACHER 
WITH GRACE STAFF

10 WAYS TO BE A HERO  
FOR GRAUER’S GORILLAS
This summer we premiered our international  

call to action: “10 Ways to Be a Hero for Grauer’s 

Gorillas!” This resource covers ways people  

can protect gorillas and the forest, no matter 

where they live. 

Actions include recycling small electronics, 

choosing forest-friendly products when shopping, 

visiting AZA-accredited zoos, and teaching kids 

about gorillas. 

BARAZA MEMBERS GATHER AROUND THE RADIO  
TO LISTEN TO OUR PROGRAM ECHOES OF GRACE

   Tayna is special for its community management of the rare 
and endemic species of Grauer’s gorilla, which are only found 
in Eastern DR Congo." — Kavugho Madelene, 22 years old 

“

RADIO PROGRAMS IN-PERSON CONTACTS RADIO LISTENERS IN TAYNA

60+ 15,000+2,750+

GRACE Education & Community Engagement

Following more than 18 months of challenges posed by Ebola and COVID-19, these 

celebrations were a wonderful way for the community to reconnect and share their 

pride in gorilla conservation.

“  I want to tell you that to be a gorilla protector, you have  
to respect the rules of hygiene, not cut trees, and not kill 
gorillas. That is what I know about being a gorilla protector.”
— Conservation Club Student, World Gorilla Day Presentation
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Financial Summary

At GRACE, we strive to be responsible and thoughtful stewards of our donors’ financial trust in 

us. Nothing gets wasted at GRACE.

We value integrity, transparency, and following through on our commitments. We keep a lean 

staff in the U.S. and a tight budget to maximize the impact of our mission-critical work on the 

ground in DR Congo. We feel responsible to get results for our donors and honor their faith in 

our important mission to stabilize these critically endangered gorillas. 

GRACE REVENUE 
SOURCES

Grants
$684,974

17%

58%

Corporate Donations
$196,493

Other
$35,18217%

$1,184,209

GRACE AND RGT PARTICIPATE IN WORKSHOP 

WITH JOSEPH ZAMBO 

In May 2021, GRACE hosted a five-day workshop led by  

invited guest Joseph Zambo, from Projet Équateur at 

Woodwell Climate Research Center. Attendees from 

GRACE and Réserve des Gorilles de Tayna (RGT) learned 

participatory methods in community engagement and 

management of natural resources.

Rescue, Rehabilitation & Release 
Our sanctuary already provides a  

wonderful second chance for gorillas  
rescued from wildlife trafficking.  

Our next step is exploring the  
possibility of releasing these critically  

endangered animals back to the wild -  
a first for Grauer’s gorillas.

Gorilla Conservation
We are focused on protecting the community- 
managed Tayna Nature Reserve, a biodiversity  

jewel of DR Congo. Our main priorities are  
expanding biomonitoring, protecting the forest, 

building reserve management capacity, and 
laying the foundation for a wildlife corridor  

connection between Tayna and Maiko National 
Park. The corridor will allow room for this  

important population of gorillas to flourish.

EDUCATION OUTREACH & EXCHANGE

PRIMATE EXPERTISE STAFF TEACH GRACE STAFF  

ABOUT GROWING ‘APE TREES’

GRACE DR Congo Director Jackson Mbeke and our farm managers 

Louise and Faustin traveled to Bukavu in South Kivu province to meet 

with Dr. Augustin Basabose and his NGO, Primate Expertise. GRACE 

team members learned about their community conservation efforts, 

including their program called “Ape Trees,” in which seeds from gorilla 

feces are used in reforestation projects. This experience provided an 

excellent exchange between 

the two organizations.

STRATEGIC 3 YEAR PLANS AT GRACE — 
WE ARE EXCITED!

“  By protecting the forests for gorillas, we protect it for 
ourselves and for future generations.” 

— Maskia Charline, 45 years old

Community Conservation 
We will empower 100,000  

Congolese community members  
in the greater Tayna area with  

the knowledge and skills needed  
to build a protective community shield  

of pride, passion, and sustainability  
for gorillas and the forests they  

both call home.

GRACE ORGANIZATIONAL 
EFFICIENCY 83%

PROGRAMS

$83,742

Management, 
General
$85,883

Fundraising
$62,860

$886,217
9%

10%
7%

Animal Welfare  
& Conservation
$653,732

74%

PPP Loan
$70,649

6%
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3%<
Individual Donations
$196,911

Education
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Louise Kavuo Kamese

Farm Manager

GRACE Leadership Team

Congolese Team

Jonathan Kambere Katsongo

GRACE Center Manager

Jackson Kabuyaya Mbeke

DR Congo Director

Tommi Wolfe

Executive Director

Dr. Katie Fawcett

Program Director

George Kayisavira Kakule

Facility Manager

Dalmus Kakule

Animal Care Manager

Rory Keating

Communications &  
Outreach Coordinator

Honoré Mustafa

Educator Manager & 
Research Assistant

Faustin Muhindo Kibwan

Farm and Research Manager

Benezeth Kambale Visando

Conservation Manager

Laurie Cummins

Education & Community
Engagement Manager

U.S. Board of Directors
Laura Maloney (Chair), Principal/Founder, Adisa, Florida

Jacqueline Ogden, Ph.D. (Vice Chair), Former Vice President,  
    Animals, Science, and Environment, Walt Disney Parks and Resorts,  
    Florida (retired)

Scott Carter, Director, Chief Life Sciences Officer, Detroit Zoological Society

Barbara Cartwright (Secretary), Chief Executive Officer, Humane Canada

Jeffrey Flocken, Senior Vice President of Programs & Policy,  
    Humane Society International, Washington, D.C.

Amy Harclerode, Chief Development Officer at Hetrick-Martin Institute, New York 

Brenda Kaser-Burger (Treasurer), CEO, Conscious Investing Group, Colorado

Claire Martin, Senior Manager of Strategic Philanthropy, Disney Corporate Citizenship, Florida

Rick Schwartz, President, Nashville Zoo, Tennessee

Denise Verret, CEO and Zoo Director, Los Angeles Zoo and Botanical Gardens, California

David Weidner, Founder, Wildlife Protection Solutions, Colorado

U.S. Advisors to the Board
Rick Barongi, Executive Director Houston Zoo (retired)

Tammie Bettinger, Ph. D., Conservation Consultant, Retired Animal Operations  
    Director at Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

Spike Buckley, Co-Founder and Board Member of One Earth 

John Lukas, Executive Director, Okapi Conservation Project

Peter Riger, VP Conservation and Education, Houston Zoo

Tim Walch, Co-Chairman National Academy of Design

Technical Advisory Groups 
ANIMAL CARE & WELFARE ADVISORY GROUP
Rachel Daneault, Co-Chair, Zoological Manager, Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

Beth Schaefer, Co-Chair, General Curator, Los Angeles Zoo 

David Shrake, Zoological Manager, Disney’s Animal Kingdom

Keith Zdrojewski, Mammal Curator, Dallas Zoo

EDUCATION ADVISORY GROUP
Nadine Kocanjer, Chair, Education Manager, Disney’s Animal Kingdom

Erika Novak, Manager of Innovative Learning Experiences,  
    Smithsonian’s National Zoo

FACILITY ADVISORY GROUP
Sam Berner, Animal Operations Manager, Disney’s Animal Kingdom

Jay Therien, Animal Operations Manager, Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

MEDIA ADVISORY GROUP
David Rochkind, Creative Director, Ground Media

NUTRITION ADVISORY GROUP
Shannon Livingston, Nutritionist, Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

SCIENTIFIC ADVISORY GROUP
Mandi Schook, Ph.D., Chair, Science Operations Director,  
    Disney’s Animal Kingdom

Glenn Bush, Ph.D., Environmental Economist,  
    Woodwell Climate Research Center 

Damien Caillaud, Ph.D., Assistant Professor, Univ. of Davis

Austin Leeds, Ph.D., Research Manager, Disney’s Animal Kingdom

Katie Leighty, Ph.D., Animal Operations Director,  
    Disney’s Animal Kingdom

VETERINARY ADVISORY GROUP
Natalie Mylniczenko, DVM, Dipl ACZM, Chair, Veterinarian,  
    Disney’s Animal Kingdom 

Joe Bielitzki, DVM, Chief Veterinary Officer, NASA

Jan Ramer, DVM, Dipl ACZM, Sr. VP Animal Care and  
    Conservation, Columbus Zoo and Aquarium

Nicole Stacy, DVM, Dipl ACVP, Cytopathologist, Univ. of Florida 

DR Congo Founding Partners
Mwami Mukosasenge, Esteemed Founder, Traditional King

Mwami Stuka, Esteemed Founder, Traditional King 

Pierre Kakule, Esteemed Founder, Founder of the Tayna Center  
    for Conservation Biology 



Our Support Network
Key GRACE partners and supporters include the following major donors, as well as a number of other generous 
companies and individuals. 

There are a number of ways to ensure the future of GRACE, such as: 
• Bequests in your Will 

• Qualified Charitable Distributions

• Revocable Living Trust 

• Charitable Lead Trust Endowments 

Your financial advisor, attorney, or tax professional can advise you on which 
alternatives may be best to accomplish your charitable goals.

DONATIONS

ONLINE: The GRACE website www.gracegorillas.org features a large green DONATE button. 

BY CHECK: Post checks made out to GRACE Center Inc, to PO Box 504, Niwot, CO 80544. 

WIRE/DIRECT DEPOSIT: Please email info@gracegorillas.org for banking details.

PLANNED GIVING

This year GRACE is committed to do more to ensure the future of 
GRACE for the sake of both Grauer’s gorillas and their Congolese  
communities. Would you consider creating a lasting impact by  
naming GRACE as a beneficiary of your will, estate or 401K?   
Details at www.gracegorillas.org/planned-giving. 
IRS Tax ID/EIN: 46-2308758

For questions about Planned Giving to GRACE, please email at  
info@gracegorillas.org or call 303-834-8630. 

GRACE is grateful for the powerful support of our partners and the hundreds of generous donors who care about 
Grauer’s gorillas and help enable our vision for their future.

• IRA - 401K - Life Insurance 

• Gifts of Stocks, Bond & Annuities

• Donor-Advised Funds
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Website & Social Media
https://gracegorillas.org

 https://facebook.com/gracegorillas

 https://www.instagram.com/gracegorillas

 https://twitter.com/gracegorillas 

 https://www.youtube.com/gracegorillas

Live Gorilla Cam
Live Gorilla Cam: 
www.explore.org/gorillas

Relevant Articles About GRACE’s Work
RESCUE, REHABILITATION, RELEASE

Preparing Gorillas for Reintroduction  
https://gracegorillas.org/2020/12/23/preparing-gorillas-for-reintroduction/

Gorillas singing in the Forest Enclosure
https://www.facebook.com/watch/?v=1441341229586317

GORILLA CONSERVATION

Great Ape Survey in Tayna Nature Reserve
https://gracegorillas.org/2021/07/02/great-ape-survey-tayna-nature-reserve/

New Study Shows Better Numbers for Grauer’s Gorillas in the DRC
https://newsroom.wcs.org/News-Releases/articleType/ArticleView/articleId/16252/New-Study- 
Offers-Hope-for-Critically-Endangered-Gorillas-in-Eastern-Democratic-Republic-of-Congo.aspx?fb-
clid=IwAR27NXa5m5hJxSy2fuACGvuZgjhbmLi6WV-PwplUXDhvZWuE6xdqX3yjQYo

COMMUNITY ENGAGEMENT

International Women’s Day 2021 at GRACE 
https://gracegorillas.org/2021/03/19/international-womens-day-2021/

Gorilla Conservation on the Radio 
https://gracegorillas.org/2021/02/26/gorilla-conservation-on-the-radio/

10 Ways to be a Hero for Grauer’s Gorillas 
https://gracegorillas.org/wp-content/uploads/2021/08/GRACE-10-Ways-To-Be-A-Hero- 
For-Gorillas.pdf






